
1 .  Identify the Noun which describes the picture

A .  Fruits
B .  Eggs
C.  Dessert
D.  Carrot

2 .  Which word correctly completes this sentence?

‘Poor Patric pets a _______ prickles.’

A .  Porcupines
B .  Porcupines’s
C.  Porcupines
D.  Porcupine’s

3 .  Select the verb that describes the action

A .  Smoke
B .  Write
C.  Pull
D.  Push

4 .  Which verb in Bold print is correct?

‘Choose the sentence’

A .  Mom dig a hole.
B .  Yukti put a tiny toe in the hole.
C.  I cover the roots with dirt.
D.  We sprays the dirt with water.

5 .  Read the sentence. Choose the opposite adverb:

‘The witch gave a pat kindly’

A .  Caringly
B .  Critically
C.  Angrily
D.  Cruelly

6 .  Identify the adjective which describes the picture 
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A .  Painful
B .  Hungry
C.  Heavy
D.  Old

7 .  To be: past or present.

‘My family ______ from Russia.’

A .  is
B .  Were
C.  Are
D.  Am

8 .  Find the possessive adjective

‘David has a van. ______ is very old’.

A .  Our
B .  It
C.  His
D.  Their

9 .  Choose the appropriate preposition

‘The airplane is flying _____ the ocean’.

A .  Over
B .  in
C.  On
D.  Under

10.  Choose the appropriate personal / possessive pronoun

‘Rita has a good story. I took Rita’s book to read’.

A .  His
B .  Her
C.  Hers
D.  Your

11.  Fill in the blank with ‘a’, ‘an’, ‘the’

‘_________ apple you ate was rotten.’

A .  A
B .  An
C.  The
D.  A or the
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12.  Which date is written correctly?

A .  June 10, 2002.
B .  December 3 2001
C.  April 9 2000
D.  May, 25 2004

13.  Fill in the blank with the correct simple present tense forms of the given words

‘Why________you want to go school today?’

A .  Doesn’t
B .  Does
C.  Dont
D.  Don’t

14.  Fill in the blank with appropriate joining word

‘______ in Baroda, he learnt painting.’

A .  Since
B .  While
C.  As
D.  Because

15.  Fill in the blank with appropriate joining word

‘Do it now _____ you forget.’

A .  Or
B .  And
C.  Before
D.  Since

16.  Complete the sentence

‘I ________ break it.’

A .  Don’t
B .  Didn’t
C.  Doesn’t
D.  Isn’t

17.  Identify the Pictures 

A .  Kangaroo
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B .  Shark
C.  Koala
D.  Leopard

18.  Identify the part 

A .  Tongue
B .  Leg
C.  Hair
D.  Thumb

19.  Choose the correct relation

‘True ×____’

A .  Correct
B .  Option
C.  Copy
D.  False

20.  Answer to easy question

‘What kind of books do you like?’

A .  Yes, I do
B .  I like my pet
C.  I like fairy tales
D.  I like my school

21.  Choose a suitable word:

‘Scream, Shout, Cry,_______’

A .  Walk
B .  Sit
C.  Run
D.  Whisper

22.  SINGULAR & PLURAL: 
Choose the correct plural of the given word

‘Ox’

A .  Ox
B .  Oxes
C.  Oxen
D.  Oxs
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23.  SYNONYMS 
Choose the correct option that means the same.

‘Come back’

A .  Come
B .  Here
C.  Return
D.  Hither

24.  Tick the correct gender for the given word:

‘Peahen’

A .  Masculine
B .  Feminine
C.  Common
D.  Neuter

25.  Fill in the blank:

‘A rock is _______but cotton wool is_____.’

A .  Hard …………soft
B .  Strong……….. thin
C.  Small ………….big
D.  Smooth ………..silk

26.  Read the passage below and answer the question that follows:

THE COCK AND THE GEM
There was once a village near Jaipur. It was a quiet place. People worked hard. The fields were full of ripe grain. There was plenty of 
food for everyone. But one year the rains did not come at the usual time. Therefore there was no water and all the crops dried up. 
People started leaving the village for the city. They tried to get a job there. The animals also moved to greener pasture. One morning 
a cock who was hungry went to a farmyard in search of food. After a lot of searching in the rubbish, he found a sparkling gem lying in 
the dirt. It shone brightly in the morning light. “Ah! If only it were a grain of corn!” the cock cried. “Gems look beautiful but they do 
not satisfy hunger”

Choose the correct meaning of the word given from the text;
‘Calm’

A .  Noisy
B .  Quiet
C.  Soundless
D.  Beautiful

27.  Read the passage below and answer the question that follows:

Scooter’s Good Book
Scooter was a very nice dog. She was the oldest dog in her family. She had two younger sisters. They drove Scooter crazy every 
day. She tried her best to get along with them, and not to argue over toys. It was very hard. They wanted to argue every day. Their 
Mom did not like this. She got angry when Scooter’s sisters argued over toys. One day Scooter went with her Mom to the store. 
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Her sisters did not go. They were in trouble for arguing with each other. Scooter smiled happily when she jumped in the car. It was 
fun to go with her Mom to the store. She sat very still while her Mom put on her seat belt. Scooter looked out of the window and 
smiled at her sisters as her Mom backed out of the driveway.
Mom and Scooter went to the store. Scooter was very nice and polite to the people in the store. Scooter’s mom was very proud of 
her. It was time to go home. They got back in the car and headed for home. Scooter’s Mom leaned over and gave Scooter a big hug 
and a book about dogs. Scooter was very happy with her gift. She went straight in the house and jumped on the sofa and read all 
afternoon. She did not ever hear her sisters fussing that they did not get a new book. She was lost in her good book and her 
memories of a great day.

What was Scooter’s gift from her mother?

A .  A ball
B .  A toy
C.  A book
D.  A pool

28.  Read the passage below and answer the question that follows:

A RAINY WINDY DAY
It’s a rainy day at my house. It’s rainy and windy. The pretty fall leaves are flying in my yard. They are beautiful. They are orange, 
red, brown, and gold. They are falling off the trees in my yard.
I like to watch the leaves fly. The rain and wind make the leaves come off the trees. Soon the leaves will be all on the ground. I can 
help my mom and dad rake them up. I like this time of the year.

What colors of leaves did the boy see?

A .  Green and orange
B .  Orange, red brown and gold
C.  Green and yellow
D.  Brown

29.  Read the passage below and answer the question that follows:

SPRING AT THE POND
Jamie opened the bedroom window and looked outside. The air smelled fresh and warm. Spring was here! Jamie had waited all 
winter for this moment. Jamie went downstairs. Jamie’s father was eating breakfast in the kitchen. Jamie wanted to be a scientist just 
like him someday.

“Can I have a jar?” Jamie asked. “I want to collect water at the pond. I want to look at it under the micro scope.”

“I’ll go with you if that’s okay,” Jamie’s father said..

At the pond, the first flowers were blooming. A doe nibbled some fresh leaves. She watched them but did not run away. “She hasn’t 
had a fawn yet, but she will soon,” Jamie’s father said. They put water in the jar. They looked at it under their microscope. They saw 
snails and salamander larva. They saw water fleas and a whirligig beetle. Jamie made a list of the animals they found. Jamie loved 
springtime at the pond.

What is Jamie s goal for the future?

A .  Visit the pond
B .  Become a scientist
C.  Eat breakfast
D.  Watch a deer

30.  Read the poem given below and answer the question that follows:
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SWEET SURPRISE
Something smells good in the kitchen,
Sugary spicy and sweet.
A pudding? A pie? What can it be?
Mom’s making a special treat.
So I peep into the kitchen
And as you all can see,
That sugary spicy sweet surprise
Is a Birthday Cake for me!

What is Mom making in the kitchen?

A .  A pudding.
B .  A pie.
C.  Sugar.

D.  A Birthday Cake.
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